YSY Dancers

Established in January 2012, the YSY Dancers troupe pursues the synthesis of Chinese folk and western modern dance, and enrichment of traditional dance with modern vitality. Our group is devoted to the performance, creativity and promotion of dance, including increasing awareness and appreciation of Asian arts and culture. We enthusiastically engage in regular performances in conjunction with various philanthropic organizations. Moreover, we are active participants in many competitions held around the LA region.

Highlights

- Performed in the show “Musical Mischief” at Norris Theater, Rolling Hills Estate, CA.

- Won Platinum Awards in the American Chinese Dance Association’s 2013 and 2014 competitions

- Won a Double Platinum First Place Award in the “Showstopper” regional dance competition, and qualified for the “Showstopper” national finals competition in July 2015.

For more information, please visit http://www.ysydancers.org/ (Email: ysydancers@gmail.com)